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  The Ciclotte is the name of this futuristic fitness equipment, designed by Italian Luca 
Schieppati.  This bike is the result of hand built Italian design merging with elite manufacturing 
quality. Truly there is no other bike like it, 
anywhere in the world.

 The Ciclotte will be available in different colors 
with steel, all-carbon, and now glass crystal 
options.  Silver, purple, red, yellow, black, green 
and white are standard colors.  Ciclotte is an “in 
place” unicycle, with a very striking design and 
style that will look good in any room of your 
house, on the deck of your yacht or openly 
displayed in your executive office. For humid 
climates for yacht use, there is an option that 
encapsulates all affected parts, protecting them 
from moisture. This masterpiece of engineering 
is mounted on a bracket epicycloid system, with 
its single wheel magnetized (to generate 
resistance) and an adjustable seat and 
handlebars. All this is housed in a steel, carbon 
fiber or glass skeleton.

   
The Ciclotte comes with i Pad options to hold 
a tablet or i phone, and to view wireless 
online training and fitness monitoring, watch 
a movie or just listen to music while riding, 
all while being a real conversation piece in 
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your home or office. This is not an item to “put away” when you’re done riding.  This bike is 
also a piece of art, looking as good in the lobby of an elite 
hotel in Dubai or in a Presidential office.  It is handmade in 
Italy and is for the discriminating few who relate to top 
quality performance and handmade Italian style. Our total 
package is complete. 

Our target markets are exotic auto dealerships, yacht builders 
and sales showrooms, international resorts and hotels, very 
elite executive offices.  
Our “Dealer “ program requires a 3 bike minimum purchase 
but offers a dealer discount.  We suggest auto dealership also 
carry a 3 bike quantity to get a choice of colors. 
Allow 10-12 weeks for delivery after payment.  
Contact us directly for a delivered price, based on your 
location.
Models
Glass Crystal Edition
Carbon Model 
Steel Model 
Special Edition Models 
Marine versions
Custom colors / logos - Add 60 days for delivery, subject to 
quote

*Our pricing includes current Apple iPad & iPhone Kit for all models. Freight will be added.
*Ciclotte is a registered trademark of Ciclotte and is used for mutual promotion only.
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